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Introduction
Wheeling of energy occurs when a non-utility
owned generator sells the energy it produces
directly to a third party consumer and not to the
utility.
For various reasons, it has become attractive for
consumers to want to procure energy from private
generators.
In cases where the generator is not located on the
same site as the consumer, this would require the
wheeling of energy between the generator and the
buyer/consumer of the energy.
This paper sets out the Eskom approach
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What is wheeling of energy?
Wheeling providing access between a non-Eskom Generator and a
third party to facilitate the trading of energy

Does Eskom allow wheeling?
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of non-discriminatory access to the grid,
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“Wheeling” charges
• “Wheeling charges” not special – should be standard network
related tariff charges for the use of the network
• No link in charges between what the generator produces and
what the load buys – charges are NOT dependant on ownership
of energy
• The generator is charged for what is exported - at standard GUOS tariffs
• The load is charged for what is delivered over the network - at standard
tariffs – same as any other customer
• Any use-of-system benefit /cost associated with a generator’s location
accrues to that generator and not to the buyer

• These charges are: network charges, the cost of losses,
reliability services and for loads the associated subsidy
contribution
• Contribution to socio-economic subsidies not avoided by a wheeling
arrangement

• No “credit’ given for network related charges – only energy!
• A wheeling arrangement does not reduce the capacity required
on the network!
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Transactions with generators
• The generator will contract with the
network provider to provide network
services. The network provider will
raise charges for these services.

• The generator will contract with the
entity purchasing the energy through a
PPA and this may be with Eskom, a
third party or for own generation.
• If the energy is sold to a third party, the
electricity bill must be adjusted for the
wheeled energy through a
supplementary contract. The customer
will pay the standard tariffs associated
with the cost of delivering the energy.
• All of the above transactions are
separate contracts and deal with
different issues.
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How the reconciliation of energy is done
for a wheeling transaction
1)The energy produced by the generator is
measured on a time-of-use basis and
allocated to the buyer(s) as agreed.

2) The amount of energy allocated is adjusted
on the customer’s bill at the Megaflex time-ofuse energy rates, less losses and reliability
service charges.
• Losses and reliability service charges are
excluded as these are use-of-system
charges
3)Eskom will supply any energy not provided
by the Generator, in terms of the supply
agreement signed with Eskom.

4) In future there may be balancing
mechanism to ensure effective and fair dayahead scheduling by all generators by the
System Operator.
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The difference: (Winter)

182.83(tariff)
-168.01
= 14.82 c/kWh

The difference: (Summer)

51.04 (tariff)

- 46.65
= 4.39c/kWh

Offset/net metering
Offset of own energy/net metering – grid becomes the
“bank” for energy that is not consumed
• Co-generators
• Renewable sources

Requires rules round “banking” of energy

Being applied for larger customers
Challenges around:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Licenses/registration
Standards
Metering (AMI/smart meters/smart grid)
Administration/billing systems
National approach
Credit given shown be based on energy related costs not network costs 11–

Conclusion
Wheeling encourages private generation in
situations where the energy is not able to be
bought by Eskom acting as the Single Buyer.
Encouraging wheeling has an overall benefit to
South Africa, but this needs to be done within
accepted rules and in a framework that protects
the whole integrated power system.

The method presented is simple to apply, uses the
standard tariff loss factors and there are no
“special” rates applicable – all users will pay the
standard tariffs the same as any other customer.
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